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EDIT ORIAL DE PAR T M EN T

NOTE

Du ring the past few yea rs several articles on the control
of inventories have been published in the Bulletin. However,
these articles have been concerned with the control of ra w
materials and finished goods inventories by manufactu ring
concerns, and have not dealt with the inventory problems of
bra nches and mu ltiple store groups. Accordingly, we a re pleased
to prese nt to ou r membe rs in this issu e of the Bulletin two a r ticles dealing with the latter phase of inventory control. Fo r
those business concerns with branch warehouses or retail units
and for chain store grou ps, a large part of the total invested
capital is tied up in branch or chain store inventories. Any
method which will resu l t in a re du cti on o f thi s "fr ozen ca pi ta l'
without a decrease in service to customers offers possibilities
for grea t savings. If at the sa me time control of inventories
can be made a means of increased efficiency the savings are
likely to be substantial. At the present time as we enter a
pericd of increa sed bu siness the necessity for controlling inventories is especially apparent.
Ou r first article is by Edmond S. La Rose of our Rochester
cha pter. Mr. La Rose followed military school training by
work in industrial engineering. From 1915 to 192 6 he engaged
in mechanical and industrial engineering work in both private
and public practice. Since 1926 he has been with his present
employers, Bausch & Lomb Co., of Rochester, where he is at
present Assistant Controller. Mr. La Rose is a Pa st President
of the Rochester Cha p ter, a nd a former me mber of the Na tiona l
Boa rd. H e has spoken frequently before N. A. C. A. Chapters,
and is k nown by ma ny of ou r members for his ta lk on bu dgeta ry
control before the Pittsbu rgh Convention.
T he au thor of ou r second article is J. Ra lph Fenton, who
received his advanced schooling at Ohio Sta te University. His
initial business experience was gained while Office Ma nager
of an insurance agency. La ter he entered the advertising and
printing business as Production Ma nager and Trea su rer of
his company. In December, 1933, after passing the Civil Se rvice examina tions, he was the first appointee to the position
of Accountant with the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board.
Following his origina l a ppointment, he wa s promoted to variou s
other positions and now holds the position of Chief Staff Accountant. Mr. Fenton is a m em ber o f o u r Ha rrisbu rg Cha pter.
COPYRIGHTED BY THE
N A T I O N A L AS S O C I A T I O N O F
COST ACCOUN T ANT S
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F RO Z E N CA P I T A L MADE P RO D UC T I V E BY
I N V E N T O RY C O N T RO L
By Edmond S. LaRose, Assistant Controller
Bausch and Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N. Y.
HE IDE AL inventory setup for any manufacturer would
naturally be no inventories at all —an immediate turnover
of the product to the consumer upon its completion. Such a
situation, however ideal, is, of course, an impossibility for any
manufacturer who produces on anything but a strictly job -order
basis. Questions of service, economical manufacturing quantities, etc., necessitate the maintenance of adequate working inventories.
Yet money tied up in inventories is "frozen" money! It is as unproductive as though one had deliberately locked it up in a safety
deposit box. The difference between a profit and a loss at the
close of the fiscal year in innumerable cases is traceable directly
to the care or lack of care exercised by the management in controlling inventories. This is a fact that many executives have
learned from bitter experience.
It is a relatively easy job to control inventories during a period
of depression when reduced demand and surplus manufacturing
equipment allow a manufacturer to maintain his stocks at subnormal levels with the knowledge that production can be stepped
up overnight to keep pace with any increase in demand. It i s a
far different story with your manufacturing departments working
at top speed and capacity levels. Too often the question of inventory control is shelved or completely forgotten in the rush to
speed up production. The inevitable result is that at the period
of physical inventory the manufacturer finds himself loaded up
with slow- moving merchandise and short on the items most in
demand. Should there be a sudden cessation of demand the result in nine cases out of ten is heavy inventory write -offs or even
bankruptcy.
This brings up the point that a good inventory system must be
flexible. It must permit inventories to expand quickly in times
of great demand and shrink just as rapidly in periods of slack
business. Inventories must be kept in balance with demand at all
times and under all conditions.

T
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Our Inventory Problem
Let us study the inventory problem in the company with which
the author is connected —a problem that finds its counterpart in
any enterprise that manufactures a large variety of products, sells
them in a national market, and is faced with the necessity in many
instances of providing overnight service and delivery. We have
two distinct divisions of activity: one, the manufacture of scientific
optical instruments, such as microscopes, projection apparatus,
metallographic equipment, etc., which is primarily on a job -production basis and where the inventory problems are largely production problems concerned with the maintenance of adequate
factory inventories; the other, the manufacturer of ophthalmic
lenses and frames on a mass production basis and their distribution
through hundreds of allied wholesale outlets scattered throughout
the United States. It is this latter field of activity that presents
some real inventory problems.
Consider the necessity for the maintenance of adequate stocks
of lenses and frames, each with literally thousands of common
combinations of prescriptions, sizes, and styles. Each wholesale
outlet must be stocked to provide 2 4 -hour service on any of the
thousands of cataloged items. Here is an ordering and inventory
problem that fortunately few manufacturers are called upon to face.
Laying the Groundwork
In setting out to establish a workable ordering and stock control plan for wholesalers, a logical plan of procedure was instituted.
First, a careful analysis of the desired objectives was made in
which the cooperation of divisional and district sales managers
and the manufacturing departments involved was enlisted. From
these sources the ends to be attained were established, weighed
by the financial department with a view toward the costs of realization, and a definite outline of the objectives sought was drawn
up.
These objectives for wholesalers were as follows:
I.

2.

Reduction of investment by maintaining normal stocks and
thereby eliminating quantities in excess of working requirements.
Control of purchases in line with sales by means of a definite
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record of beginning inventory, stock receipts, factory balances, ending inventory and consequent unit consumption.
3. Reduction of stagnation and subsequent obsolescence.
4. Planning of effort, equipment and space required for obtaining maximum turnover.
5. Stabilization of factory order requirements and improvement in customer service.
A worthy set of aims —let us see how they were realized.
A field crew from the Budget and Methods Department was
sent out to study the conditions existing in the various branch
outlets in a representative sales territory. The field investigators
were given free rein to set up model stock inventories in each
branch covered, even if it meant complete physical revision of the
existing arrangements. Stocks were subjected to the most rigid
scrutiny. All stagnant and obsolete items, as well as excess
quantities of slow - moving lines were set aside for shipment back
to district headquarters. The individual stock rooms were rearranged to provide maximum efficiency in handling the merchandise, both in putting away the stock and in filling customer
orders. As far as possible a uniform stock setup was installed in
each branch.
The Plan Itself
With this preliminary field work finished, a model ordering and
stock control plan was drawn up by the Budget and Methods
Department on the basis of the recommendations of the field staff
and territorial sales managers and studies of various inventory
plans used by progressive manufacturers. Let us review the plan.
Bin Card for Each Stock Unit
This plan of stock record and ordering control is based upon
a modification of the bin card system. An individual bin card is
made out for each item, i.e., a separate card for each bridge size,
focus of lens, etc. It provides all the pertinent facts necessary
to properly control inventory. The bin card is so designed that a
minimum amount of clerical work is necessary.
The plan calls for the use of four distinct colors of bin cards
each one of which is identical as to printed matter:
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i . Yellow— Active Items (No reserve stocks). Minimum
stock quantity to be banded denoting ordering point.
2. Pink — Active Items (Reserve stocks only).
Minimum
stock quantity to be banded denoting ordering point.
3. Blue— Slow - Moving Items. No banding necessary. Stocks
to be ordered on a daily replacement basis.
4. Orange —Obsolete Items (T o be exhausted). No banding
necessary.
In the detailed presentation which follows, sample entries have
been made covering the routine transactions.
Description

of

Card

Space is provided at the top of the bin card (see page 63o and
following) for the entry of the catalog number and description of
the article. Directly below the description, provision has been
made for entries and revisions of minimum and maximum stock
quantities, previous consumption record and the stock location.
The body of the card is designed to record the following data:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Date
Quantity ordered
Balance on purchase orders
Customer balances
Stock on hand.

Determination of Stock Items, Classification and Segregation
At the beginning of the installation, a complete review must be
made of all items in the branch and a decision reached as to the
items which are to be carried as regular stocks. A cleanup of all
slow- moving, obsolete and excess stocks must be made at the time
the minimums and maximums are established.
To facilitate the filling of orders and to aid in inventory taking,
it is essential that the merchandise be grouped in line with a definite
classification of product. Such a setup will thereby enable branches
to take inventories by line of product.
Establishment

of Minimum and Maximum Stock Quantities

A thorough review of the consumption records affords the basis
for the determination of an average monthly consumption figure.
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The amount of stock to be carried can then be definitely established,
depending upon the time cycle required to replenish stocks from
factory or district headquarters. For a district, a minimum of three
weeks and a maximum of six weeks is recommended for lens
stocks; and a minimum of four weeks and maximum of eight
weeks for frame stocks. For branches, a minimum of one week
and maximum of two weeks, or a minimum of two weeks and a
maximum of four weeks is recommended for lenses and a two -four
or three -six combination for frames, depending upon their respective location. Where a definite consumption record is not readily
available, the study of purchase orders for a given period affords
an alternative basis for determining necessary stock quantities.
After the establishment of the minimums and maximums, the
maximum quantities should be costed out to determine the maximum investment for the individual branch. This total is then
compared with the present inventory investment, and the calculation of the rate of turnover ($ Cost of Sales - $ Average Inventory) affords a check on the accuracy of the minimums and maximums established.
When the minimums and maximums have been satisfactorily
determined and accepted by the management, having given due
consideration to service, investment and turnover, etc., no major
quantity changes in any one or more lines of product can be made
unless approved by the management.
Stock Alignment
Upon the establishment of the quantity to be carried for each
item, the stock should be segregated by type, foci, bridge size, etc.,
and the minimum stock quantity banded. (Banding can be made
with suitable rubber bands or paper.) The banding will denote the
point at which orders for additional stock must be originated. Any
stock in excess of the maximum quantity should be removed and
transferred at once to the district office. In addition, any merchandise not listed as regular stock must also be segregated and
immediately forwarded to the district office.
Recording Balances
In filling out the bin card for each item, first enter the amount
of inventory on hand after the removal of the surplus stock, if any,
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and second, review all unfilled vendor orders and record all open
balances in the column headed "Orders Placed to Date." Where
stocks are exhausted, customer order files should be reviewed and
individual balance customer orders should then be posted on the
bin card in section titled "Balance Customer Orders," in such a
manner that these orders may be promptly filled when merchandise
is received from district headquarters or factory.
Ordering
When stock reaches the banded quantity or minimum, the stock
clerk must remove the bin card, enter the quantity on hand and
place the card in the proper ordering container. A separate bin
card ordering container should be used for each type of product
and located at the end of each stock cabinet. At the end of each
day, the ordering clerk will then carefully examine the consumption records and other data contained on each card, and place
orders for the necessary merchandise.
After a reasonable period of experience and with the background
of actual consumption data recorded on the card, the ordering
clerk should sense the trend for the particular item involved and
revise the minimum and maximum figures up or down in order to
bring the stock in line with actual needs. It is not necessary constantly to revise the minimum or maximum figures due to variation in sales volume. To take care of seasonal needs, it may be
necessary to place orders more often because the stocks will reach
the ordering point sooner, due to the sales volume for the particular
period. However, it is highly practical to use seasonal minimums
or maximums in some cases to reduce ordering frequency.
When sales show a temporary decline, orders would not ordinarily be placed so as to bring stocks up to the maximum, but rather
for a quantity which would bring the total stocks somewhere between the minimum and maximum figures. Maximums and minimums should only be changed when consumption records definitely indicate that a particular item is going out of style or experiencing a rapidly increasing demand, or where the original limits
obviously were set in error. In adding new lines, orders must be
placed in anticipation of a reasonable demand. That is, workable
minimums and maximums cannot be set up until accumulated consumption records afford an accurate basis.
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Where sales warrant the carrying of a large stock of an individual
item which cannot all be accommodated in the regular stock cabinets, a working stock should be maintained in the regular stock
cabinet and the surplus or reserve quantity placed in a nearby separate compartment. In all such cases, a pink card should be used
(instead of the yellow card) and placed with the working stock.
The pink card will indicate to the stock clerk (and act as a check
for the ordering clerk) that there is additional stock in reserve to
replenish the working stock. Ordering should only take place
when the total of both working and reserve stock reaches the minimum quantity.
Slow- moving items should be handled through the use of a blue
bin card. Such stock is not banded. Therefore, it is essential that,
with every item withdrawal by the stock clerk, the blue card be
removed and brought up for ordering. Slow- moving merchandise
should be ordered only on a daily replacement basis so that such
stocks may be maintained at the lowest possible level consistent
with sales needs. The use of blue cards will be confined to the
branches as the district stocks will always be reordered on a package quantity basis.
General
Order entering is made on an accumulative basis, i.e., the quantity ordered is added to the previous quantity shown. Thus at any
time the total amount ordered for a given period may be determined
from merely looking at the last figure in the "Orders Placed"
column on the bin card. This same method is followed in recording the orders on balance with the factory. In event of partial
shipments being received, the quantity still due is carried forward.
The consumption figures over any period of time are obtained
by adding the opening inventory to the accumulated orders placed
to date (less existing factory balances) and deducting the amount
of stock on hand. Inasmuch as the maximum investment for a
particular branch has been carefully determined, it is an important
part of the ordering clerk's function to see that stocks in all instances and at all times do not exceed the maximum quantity allowed.
In event of exchanges, customer returns for credit, and branch
returns or errors in the filling of orders, an appropriate entry must
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be made on the bin card covering the transaction, and if excess
stocks are thus created, the surplus must be returned at once to
the district office. Exchanges should be added to the "Orders
Placed to Date" and the designation "Ex" shown in the column
opposite. In the case of credits, the same entry is made and the
designation "Cr" specified. Branch returns are likewise added to
the "Orders Placed to Date" and the branch designation entered
in the column opposite.
DE T AIL E D INS T RUCT I ONS FO R INST ALLAT I ON AND
US E
PART A— I N I T I AL EN T RI E S

Setting Up Cards — Inventory

Item
Descrip.

I

�

f

I

-

-

l l -

�
Max.

Date O'de's
Placed Bel. on
Ord. to
Date Orders

R

Form No. 70.2

A47I, 11

4 bSALES
,
ro 'sRECORD
Lut3rol Min.

�

O

4o/22
BERWYN FRONT

a

Bel. Cust. Ord.
OIY•
BeQ. No,

1 T16

oc.

+
I

1
OrY.
Hand

Dale Orders
Ord.. to Date

A

N
-2

Bal. one

Sal. Cust. Ord.

Orders

Nea, No.

Orr•

OtY.
on

Nand

zs

Ind ivi dua l card s a re to be mad e out for e ach it em, i. e., a sep arate card for each bridge size, eye size, focus of lens, etc.
After entering the item, description, minimum and maxi mum
stock quantities and the stock location, the date and amount of
stock on hand must be entered on the card.
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En tr y of Fa ct or y an d Dis tr ic t Office Balances
O

40/22

Form No. 70.2

I+em BERWYN FRONT
Descrip. A 4
SALES RECORD
pry.

11
I Min 1p o

1

L

I

I

I

I
�

Mc
Date Orders
Placed

Ord.

II

Yo'o Lat3Yo.

Bat. on
Orders

to Date

=

Orv_

Bit. Cust. Ord.
Reg. No.

WAR 1

°"
HanA

otv.

I

STK.

A—2

Date Orders

Sol. on

Sol. Cust. Ord.

Ord.

Orders

fle o•�No.

to
o Date

Ory•

T.
Olr.
Hand

2

Review all unfilled factory and district office orders. Then enter
on the bin card the total of all of these unfilled orders in both the
"Or de rs Pl aced to Date " an d t he "Bal an ce on Orde r" colu mn s.
Entry of Unfil led Customers Orders
O

40/22
ifem

Form No. 70.2

BERWYN FRONT

Descrip.

I.11

- 1- HI

SALES RECORD
min. 2 0
� Y
1
� Lst3Yo.
I
Mox.
Dote Urders
roared Sol. an
Ord. to Dote Orders

Sol. Cust. Ord.
Reg. No.
Oh.

Olv. Oate Orders M . on
°"
Hand Ord. to
o Dote
Dole Orders

STK. LOC.

A -2

Sol. Cust. Ord.
ReO. No.
0, .

Oh.
on
Hand

AR i Ic36

Where stocks are exhausted, review all unfilled customers orders
and enter on the bin card the customers order number and quantity on balance in t he columns provided so that when th e me r chandise is received, the customers orders can be filled promptly.
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PART B— CURRE NT OPE RAT I NG ENT RI E S

Placing of Initial Factory Orders

40/22
It eM
BERWYN FRONT
Descrip. A471,11
I

SALES RECORD
Mi n .
M o'a Laat3Mo.i

-7

Date Orders
Plated gal. on
Ord. to
Dale Orders

Mo..

i

e� O
C

I

401 1

Oal. Cust. Ord.
Rep. No.

RR -LS36

Form No. 70.2

Oty.

Dty

on
Hand

Dale Orders
Placed
Ord. to Dale

STK. L

gal. on
Orders

A -z

Bal. Cust. Ord.
Oro.
on
Reg. No.
OM• I Hand

ys

When stock reaches minimum, clerk will remove bin card, enter
t h e q u a n t i t y of st o c k o n h a n d i n c o l u m n p r o v i d e d fo r s a m e a n d

place bin card in ordering container. Order clerk will place orders
daily and enter the date of order in fi rst column, quantit y ordered
in s econ d column and al so e nter the qua ntit y order ed i n th e th ird
column headed "Balance on Order," so that there will be a current
figure of all factory and district office balances. Ca r d s a r e t o b e
replaced with the working stock, immediately after ordering.
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Receipt of Merchandise (Complete Shipments)

40/ 2 2

Form No. 70 -2

Item BERWYN FRONT
Descrip A47L1 1
.ost3 Mi n . l - I
I
SALES RECORD
20
Qty. Mo's L
Mo.
Mo.. 1
Dale Orders
Placed
Ord. to Date

� f

Bal. on
Orders

40

I

I

1

Qty.

AIAR 11936

-

I
Otr.

Bal. Cust. Ord.
Bea. No.

�1

on
Hand

Oate 0rders
Placed
Ord- to Date

I

STK. LOC.
A

- 2
Dal. on
Orders

Bal. Cusl. Ord.

OI r.

Rep. No.

on
Hand

pry.

zs

zo

Merchandise received is to be placed in stock and the minimum
quantity banded, where original banded stocks have been used.
T h e quantity shown as "Balance on Or d e r " is to be crossed
through.
Subsequ ent Or dering
4 0 / 2 2

O

Form No. 70 -2

Item BERWYN FRONT
Descrip. A47L11
SALES RECORD
Min.
0ty. Mo's LIS0 MO.

� � �
Date Orders
Placed
Ord. to
Date

Bnt on
Orders

Mo<.

E L I
401 1 1 I - - 20

Dal. Cust. Ord.
Rea. No.

Otr.

AR 1 K66
� f

20

4�

go

Dale Orders
Placed
Old. to Date

25l$

20

Orv.
on
Hand

'¢� �

20
20
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Bal.
Orders

STK. LOC.

A-2

Bal. Cust. Ord.

flea. No.

Otr.

Otr.
on
Hand
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Additional orders placed are to be entered on an accumulative
basis and therefor are to be added to the previous quantity ordered,
sh owi ng th e t ota l q u an ti t y ord e re d t o d a te . The a ct ua l qu an ti ty
or de re d is t o be e nt e re d on t he "Ba la nce on Or de r" col umn so a s
to indicate unfilled factory balances.
Receipt of Merchandise (Pa rt ial S hi pment s)
O

Form No. 70.2

40 / 2 2
Item BERWYN FRONT
Descrip. 0 7 1,1 1
2 0 1

SALES RECORD
na. 1111, Luc3r..

Max. 4 0
rs
Date Urde
Placed
Ord. to
Dale

Bal. on
Orders

, I

Bal. Cust. Ord.
fle0• No.

AR 1 H36

Oty.

A- 2Loc.
Otr.
°O
Hand

0f 1e Orders
P!ated
Ord. to Date

Bal. on
Orders

Bal. Cust. Ord.
fleo. No.

OM•

Ot, .
°n
Hand

z

71, zo

' /,r zo

41 ,44

-A,, zo
o

Wh e n a partial shipment is received, revise the "Balance on
Or de r" q ua n ti ty b y cr oss in g th rou gh t he e xi s ti ng factor y ba la nce
quantity and entering the new balance figure.
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Ordering Wh e n S t o c k I s B e l o w M i n i m u m
4 0 / 2 2

O

Form No. 70.2

Item

BERWYN FRONT
11
Descrip, p 4
SALES RECORD
CO
Min. n
� Qty.� No's
� I Last3Me.I
M a x .
O I
Date Orders

Ord.

to Date

Bal, on
Orders

STK. LOC.

Otr•

Bal. Cust. Ord,
Pep. No.

XP

20

°n
Hand

Otr.

AR1 1 1036
Zf i

I

I

Date Orders
PlDate
Ord. to Date

-

Bal. on
Orders

-

A -2

Bal. Cust. Ord.
Rea. No.

Otr.

Otr.
°o
Hand

z
ao
i

Wh e n ca rd s hows t h a t s tock s on h a n d a r e b el ow t h e mi n imu m
stock quantity, the order clerk will place orders for a quantity
suffi cie nt t o a ga in br in g t he s tock up to t he ma xi mum, pr ovi di ng
th a t t h e s a l es a re i n l i ne wit h mi n i mu m an d ma x i mu m as e st a b lished.
Ordering and Entry of Unfilled Customers Orders

40/22

Form No. 70.2

Item BERWYN FRONT
Descrip. A47L11
�
SALES RECORD
Min.
Qty. � Mo'a L=t3Mo.
�

Oats Orders
on
Placed Btd,
Ord. to
Date Orders

MR 1 9 6

Bal. Cust. Ord.
flep. No.
Otr.

H I

I

Date Orders

Otr.

pn

Hand

Bat. on

Ord. too Date Orden

z
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When stocks are exhausted, stock clerk will enter zero inventory
and post customers order number and quantity required to fill the
customers order. Order clerk will order a quantity sufficient to
take care of customers balance requirements and also to build stocks
to the maximum.
Merchandise Received— Filling Customers Back Orders

O

40 / 22
Item

BERM

FRONT

Form No. 70 -2

Descrip. A47L11
SALES RECORD

Min.

201

Max.

40L J

1-771 l
Date Orders
Placed
Ord. to Dare

Bal, on
Orders

Bal. Cusr. Ord.
Rep. No.

Orv•

AR

I

I

I1
Ory
°"
Hand

Date Orders
PIacM
Ord
to Dare

STK. LOC.

A-2
Bal. on
Orders

Bal. Cusr. Ord,

Orr.

Rep. No.

Hand

Otr.

on

2
3

id

o

When merchandise is received, the quantity shown in column 3
"Balance on Order" must be crossed through, showing that all
orders placed with the factory or district office have been filled.
Customers Order S 1 762 is to be filled and the customers back -order
reference to be crossed through on the bin card.
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Entries for Credits, Exchanges and Returns
0 , 2 2

O

Form No. 70.2

_

STK.

4
Item BERWYN FRONT
Descrip /►471.11
SALES R ECORD
Min.
Qty. Mole Last3Mo.
Mcx.
Date Orders
Placed
Ord. to Date

Bsl °^
Orders

AR

2 0

_

I

'tl Jl

Bal. Cust. Ord.

Reg. No.

oty.

� 8

to
3z�

.2

cue.

3

t f

EX

3}

3o

eo

I
Oly.

on
Hand

Dale Orders
Placed
0 `d' to Date

A- 22
Bad. on
Orders

Bel. Cost. Ord.
Bc°. No.

Oty

Oh•
o^
Hand

z
zo

*

All me rch and ise r etu rne d for cr edi t or e xch ange, or br anch r eturns must be recorded on the bin card before placing goods in
stock. Th e qu a n ti t y returned i s t o b e e n t e r e d i n col u mn 2 a n d
added to the previous amount shown with the suffix " C r " for
credits, "Ex" for exchanges and t he branch design ation en tered in
the case of merchandise being returned by a branch. When credits,
exchanges, or returns bring the total stock on hand above the maximu m s t ock qu a n t i t y, th e e x ce s s mu s t b e r e tu r n e d a t on ce t o t h e
district office. The br an ch ret ur nin g defect ive mer cha ndi se mu st
record the transaction by deducting the defective quantity from the
accumulated total in column 2. District office will accumulate
defective merchandise and return such merchandise to factory
weekly for replacement. No entry is to be made on di strict office
bi n ca rd s cove ri ng b ra nch returns. The di str ict will handle defective merchandise withdrawn fr om their stocks in the same
manner a s the br anches.
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Necessary Entries W h e n Merchandise Is Shipped Direct by
Factory to Customer, Yet In vo ic ed t o Cu st omer f ro m Br an ch

O

40/22
Item BERWYN FRONT
Descrip. A471,11
SALES RECORD
l.

I

No's IILest3Mo.

Mir,

1201

1

_

Form No. 70.2

1

I

STK. LOC.

A -2
Dote O
Pla
rdced
ers
Ord. to Dote

Xl
� 3

Bal. on
Orders I

HK I I H136
Zo

Date I Orders I Bal. on

Bal. Cust. Ord.
flea. No. 1 0i

� �

Plated
Ord. to Date

Orders

Bal. Cust. Ord.
flea. No.

Otr.

Otv.

un
Nand

IZ-Vl20

4o

S8

In or der to de velop a compl ete record of con sump tion on which
basis mi nimum an d maximu m stock quantit ies are checked, direct
ship men ts t o cust omer s or b ranches mu st b e a ccounte d for. This
mea ns t hat a ll stock quantities which n ormally would have been
ta ke n car e of from d is t ri ct st ock s s houl d b e re cor d ed on th e b i n
card.
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The entry of 3/23 shows that the stock is exhausted with but
remaining on order. Therefore, a separate order is placed
20
3 1 2 3 for 2 0 additional to bring the stock up to maximum. The
on
factory balance thus is changed to read 4 0 on order. On 3 / 2 4 an
order for io is received which of course cannot be filled from the
exhausted stock necessitating the placing of an order for io to
be shipped direct. This additional quantity (i o) is included in
the "Orders Placing to Date" column increasing the total quantity ordered to 50. The abbreviation "Dir" is added to the card
under "Balance on Orders" to denote that the shipment is to be
made direct to customer, branch, or district office by the factory.
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Sales Trends — Checking Minimums and Maximums
ZO

40/22

F*F No. 70.2

Item BERWYN FRONT
A47L1 1
.

Descrip

SALES RECORD
Min.
Qty.I No'' s I l n t 3 N o
_ j l
I [ - II Max
Oate Orders
Placed U. on
Ord. to
Date Orders

/ .

l

I 2"OI

I

Bal. Cuss, Ord.
Rep. No.

Oh.

MR 1 ig 6
I zo
.�

Oty.
on

Hand

�

I
-

Dale Orders

Placed
Ord• to
Date

Bal. on
Orden

STK. LOC.

Bal. Cust. Ord.
Reo. No.
Oty..

Otn.
Hand

4J/_0
',

zo

T T _ I
Wi th th e or igin a l min i mu m a nd ma x imum st ock qu an t it i es se t
u p on t h e b a s i s of t wo we e k s ' mi n i mu m a n d on e mon t h 's ma x i mum, ordering should take place twice a month under normal
sales conditions. T h e orde ring clerk must notice an y variance
fr om th e n or mal rout i ne an d d et e rmin e t h e ad vis a bi li t y of re vis in g t h e min i mum an d ma xi mu m figu re s . F or e x a mp l e :
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The entries on the card under dates of 3/18 and 4/1 show
that the minimum and maximums are in line with sales, the cards
having been brought up for ordering approximately every two
weeks. After ordering on 4/1, the card was not brought up again
until 5/1, showing only twenty sold for the month. Rather than
revise the minimum and maximum figure based on a one month's
decline in sales, the ordering clerk rightfully allowed the figures
to stand. However, in placing the new order consideration was
given to the sales decline and a quantity of io, not 20, which the
maximum would permit, was selected.
The card was brought up for ordering again on 6 / 1 and shows
that only 1 0 were used during the past month or a total of 30
sold in the past two months. With this definite information, the
ordering clerk feels confident in revising the minimum and maximum stock quantities downward, reducing them from 2 0 / 4 0 to
t0 /2o and encircling the date on which the revision was made.
By checking the number of times an item has been ordered monthly
and watching the date of the last order, the sales trend for the
item can quickly and accurately be determined.
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Basis for Determining Consumption

40/ 2 2

11

FormNo.70.2

Ifem BERWYN FRONT
Descrip. A 4 7 1 , 1 1
SALES RECORD

j MIe.

Yo'a 7 L . 0 i

Qtr.

S[

I

I-

I

I

I
STK. LOC.

M°='

Date Urders
Placed Ral. on
Ord. to
Dale Orders

Bal. Cust. Ord.
Rep. No.
Otv.

AR 11936

Oty. Dale Orders
Plated
on
Hand Ord• to Date

A—2
Bad.
Orders
Orders

Bel. Cust. Ord.
Reo. No.
DIY.

Oh.
oe

Hand

z
X"r .zo

zo
41
/

t44

20
20

_Zzi

X17 20

i�
i

2 4

-ma.

UG 1 1 36

%

Zo

z3

� v uc t . cr i u i > t e the acruat consumption, over a period, the following ba si s i s use d:
i. Beginning Inv. 311
........................ 25
2. Quantity ordered and received ............... 185
Total Available . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210
3. Stock on Hand 8/1 ....................... 23

Consumption ............................ 187
Monthly Average (5 mont hs) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Carrying Forward Sales Data
Q

Form No. 70-2

40/22
Item B E R M FRONT
Descrip A

l.

SALES RECORD I Min.
Ob. Yo'a Last� Yo!

�

O I�

2
38 i o i o (, I Max. 40I

Ord.

Orders
Placed
to Oate

C

On des

Bal.

C va t .

ReO. No.

I
STK. LOC.

I

Ord.
Oh.

I
Qtr.
oo
Hand

I
Date Orders
Ord. to note

A- 2
Bal. on
Orders

U. Cust. Ord.
Reo. No.

Otr.

Otr.

on
Hand

z

Whe n th e bi n ca rd h as b ee n comp le te ly filled with entries, the
record covering the sales requirements for the period must be
transferred to the new bin card. In doing so, post the total quantity cons umed, and the numb er of mon ths cover ed by the previous
card record. Post the last thre e months total consumption also to
the new card as this will serve as a gu i d e for ordering during
th e fi r s t fe w mon t h s or u n t i l t h e r e cor d on t h e n e w ca r d cove r s
several months transactions. Th e inventory and date must also
be entered on the new card.
Weig hing the Res ults
Aft er t he in st al la tion of t he ne w syste m in a ll th e br anche s of
the selected territory, regular periodic checks were ma d e o n t h e
various branches to insure that the system was being operated as
planned. Finally, after a tr ial period of si x mon th s a t h or ou gh
survey was made of the operating r esults obtained. He re i s wha t
wa s fou n d :
t. Total inventories had been reduced 17%0 since the inauguration of t h e p l a n in sp i t e of a sales increase of 20% during the
period. This represented an appreciable saving in working capital
which was th en released for investment in other fields.
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2. The number of "rush" stock orders received at the plant
were only 2 5% of their former total indicating that potential
shortages were being nipped in the bud.
3. The daily orders received at the factory were appreciably
more constant in volume due to the more frequent ordering basis.
As orders received under the new control system represented immediate needs due to actual branch sales, the factory could thus
more accurately gauge the pulse of consumer demand and revise
its production schedules to cope with changing situations.

4. A substantial quantity of slow- moving merchandise and
"dead wood" had been removed from the wholesale branch stock
and concentrated in zone offices or returned to the factory where
there existed ultimate channels of disposal or salvage which were
closed to the branch office.
5. The uniform arrangement of the stock rooms resulted in the
following benefits:
a. The amount of space occupied was reduced allowing more
room for display and other productive departments.
b. The possibility of error in filling prescriptions or stock
orders was lessened materially.
c. Orders could be filled in shorter time due to the more
efficient arrangement of stock.
d. The training period necessary for new stock clerks was
materially reduced.
e. The morale of the personnel was improved by the better
appearance of the branch offices, which undoubtedly also
made a more favorable impression on the clientele.
6. The time required for taking a physical inventory under the
new system was reduced to a fraction of former length. In addition, more accurate inventories resulted. The management could
feel certain that the inventory represented "live" merchandise, disposable at its listed catalog value. The opportunities for theft or
misappropriation were minimized.
7. The actual physical cost of operating the system even including the installation expenses was appreciably less than under
the old setup.
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Adapting This Ordering and Inventory Control Plan to Fit Your
Business
Whether you are a manufacturer of nuts and bolts, fountain
pens, cast iron pipe or of any product of reasonable value, regardless of size, that is stocked in sufficient quantity to be inventoried,
there is probably an easy adaptation of this system to fit your
needs.
Test your present inventory control plan by these five simple
questions:
i. Is it simple enough to be understood thoroughly by all who
work under it?
2. Is it economical to operate?
3. Will it operate efficiently with a minimum of control?
4. Does it do the job it was designed to do?
5. Is it the best inventory control system for my needs that
is available on the market today?
If you cannot answer any one of these questions, it is high time
you put your inventory control system under the X -ray. If experience is any criterion you will find a few dollars invested in this
fertile field will return you tenfold.

M ULTIPLE STO RE INVENTO RY CONTROL AS APPLIED BY A LIQ UO R STORE SY STEM
By J. Ralph Fenton, Chief Staff Accountant
Pennsyl vania Liquor Contr ol Boar d, Har risbur g, Pa.
HE STATE store system of monopolistic control of the liquor
traffic presents an interesting and unique problem of accounting control such as is seldom encountered in other lines of business. Primarily, the fact that the average unit value of the merchandise handled in such a store system is relatively high in comparison with other retail chain stores, makes it feasible and desirable to control inventories by unit rather than by value alone.
Secondly, the operation lends itself admirably to an adaptation of
the "Retail Method" of costing sales and inventory.
In a large organization, such as that in operation in Pennsylvania, the problem of inventory control is naturally quite in-

T
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tricate and involved. The requirements are of course commensurate with other large retail businesses which enjoy sales of from
fifty to seventy -five millions of dollars annually. In addition to
basic accounting requirements, there is a vast amount of statistical
information required similar to that needed by other large chain
store organizations wherein a systematic method of merchandising is in operation.
In order that the reader may obtain a definite picture of the
problem, the writer will attempt to briefly outline the organization
in operation in Pennsylvania. With varying differences such organizations are in operation in many other states, although most
are considerably smaller. The Liquor Control Board has over
five hundred stores throughout the state. Many are operated by
one man while some have as many as fourteen people comprising
their personnel. The line of merchandise consists of over twelve
hundred items of various kinds of liquor and wine in containers
of different sizes from half pints to two gallons. Four large
regional warehouses situated in the four divisions in which the
state is divided care for restocking requirements of the stores.
Each division is subdivided into districts in which are located
sub - warehouses. These sub - warehouses are concentration points
for slow- moving merchandise which is shipped to stores in less
than case lots.
This paper is not intended to describe the accounting system
which is in operation in any state liquor control board or commission. It is rather a brief outline of the writer's theory as to
the ideal system of inventory control for such a setup. The plan
which will be discussed is one which must be adapted to accounting machines. Although the writer is of the opinion that it may
be operated best with the punched card method of machine accounting, this paper should not be construed to definitely limit
the application of the system to this type of machine.
Central Control of Billing
The ideal system, as will be outlined in the following paragraphs,
is predicated, as far as stocking the stores is concerned, upon central control of stock and pre - billing of all orders. The first problem in this connection is control of warehouse inventories so that
availability of every item is at the finger tips of the supply division.
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This is accomplished by a file of pre - punched tabulating cards.
There will be a file for each warehouse, and as warehouse receipts
are received, a card will be placed in that file for each case of
merchandise placed in warehouse stock. This card will be punched
with all basic information such as number of bottles in the case,
retail value and cost of the case. These cards are numbered
serially as they are placed in the file. As a result of this procedure
the file of cards represents the "Available" inventory in the warehouse at any given time. This file is for billing purposes only and
is not to be confused with the true warehouse inventory which is
maintained in a different manner.
Recording Receipts
At this point we are considering charges to warehouse inventory
and this entry is made by means of a punched card for each item
on the warehouse receipt. This card will carry all the information which has been punched on the detail case cards except that
one card represents the total number of cases received, and, of
course, the total retail value and total cost. The receipt number
and the purchase order number are also punched on this "debit"
card for the purpose of reference. We now have a debit card for
the total amount of the receipt which will be used in the preparation of our warehouse inventory record, and we have detail case
cards representing the same number of cases in the warehouse file
to be used for billing purposes.
Recording Shipments
We will now assume that the supply division has prepared
orders for the stores and we wish to set machinery in motion so
that such orders will be shipped to the designated stores. First,
it must be explained that every store must be placed on a definite
delivery schedule. The warehouse will make deliveries to stores
every day according to that schedule. Thus shipping orders must
be given to the warehouse in sufficient time so that orders may be
selected and delivered on the scheduled day. A two -day margin
of time is usually sufficient, and since deliveries are seldom made
on Saturday, this means that the shipping orders for the week are
completed by Wednesday thus enabling us to close the warehouse
records and balance the inventory by the end of the week.
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Now to prepare the shipping order, which is also an invoice of
merchandise to be shipped to the store. The order is taken from
the supply division and cards are pulled from the warehouse file
to correspond to the number of cases of each item desired. Cards
are pulled from the low serial numbers in accordance with the
"first -in, first -out" method. These cards are then run through an
electric billing machine which tabulates them in such a way as to
indicate the total number of cases, total number of bottles, total
retail value and total cost of each item to be shipped. This information is printed automatically on the "Shipping Order and
Store Invoice," which is prepared in quadruplicate. The cards are
then gang punched with the store number and delivery date and
filed to be used later in crediting the warehouse inventory and
debiting the store inventory. Two copies of the shipping order are
sent to the warehouse. One copy is mailed to the store as an
advance notice of shipment and as notification that this merchandise has been charged to its account. A fourth copy is retained in
Central Office to be matched up later with a signed receipt from
the store.
After all invoices have been prepared for the week, the detail
cards which were used in the preparation thereof are sorted in code
or item order and summarized by item so as to provide total cards
which will be used to credit the warehouse inventory. After these
summary cards are obtained the detail cards are re- sorted by store
and filed in individual store files to be used in charging the stores
for receipts from warehouse. A total card is punched from each
invoice which is used in preparation of store controls and as a
means for providing controls so that total shipments from the warehouse may be proven to the total receipts in the stores. The following chart illustrates the entire operation and shows the control
provided:
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DETAIL CARDS

SHIPPING DRDE0.
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STORE INVOICE

I

SUMMARY CARD
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"
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MUST AGREE

INVOICE TOTAL CARD.

DETAIL CARDS•

(CHARGES STORE CONTROL

(CHAR GES 3TORI)
\ O T A L S

MUST

AGRII

Supplementary registers are made of these various sets of cards
so as to provide a complete record of the transactions involved.
The following are suggested:
t. Register of shipments by code, showing complete detail of
stores to which each code was shipped. This should be a
listing of all the detail cards at the time they were being summarized.
a. Register of invoice totals. These should be listed in store
order and also in invoice number order.
These registers will be of value, not only as support for credits
to the warehouse inventory record but also in auditing warehouse
invoices for storage and for transportation.
Warehouse Inventory Record
The only step now remaining as far as the warehouse accounting is concerned is the preparation of the warehouse inventory
record. This is accomplished by sorting all of the receipt cards
together with the shipment summary cards and the balance cards
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of the previous week. They are then tabulated and printed so
as to calculate and show the following information:
Opening balance; debits; credits; closing balance.
This record is tabulated by code and each amount shown thereon
is supported by a register of the detail thereof. The record should
be maintained so as to reflect number of cases, retail value and
cost value of each item. Similar records will be made for each
warehouse.
Recording Sales
We will next consider our problem from the sales angle. We
will assume that the merchandise has been delivered to the stores
and that sales have been made. The store reports of sales should
consist of a daily report of sales value and a weekly report of item
sales. All merchandise is charged to the store at retail value.
They should be held accountable for units and value. Sales discounts if properly reported will be allowed in accounting for a portion of the retail value of sales. The balance must be accounted
for by a transmittal of cash or check.
When the daily report of sale value is received by Central Office
it must be audited for addition and subtraction of all items. The
detail of all discount sales must be verified to prove the accuracy
of calculation and it must be proven that amounts have been carried
forward to the summary properly. The only manual verification
necessary is that of proving the discounts. The report is then
given to a key -punch operator who punches a card for each store's
report, showing thereon all information shown on the report. At
the end of the week these cards may be sorted by store and tabulated to obtain store totals. Two registers are prepared as follows:
t. Sales audit report: Showing total retail value of sales and
the distribution thereof to the different classes of sales and
to discount allowed.
2. Cash transmittal report: Showing net value of sales reported
and distribution thereof to cash transmitted and over or
short.
In this operation the addition and subtraction on every report is
automatically proven and verified, corrections being made where
necessary and notification sent to the affected stores.
At the end of the week, the stores must submit a report of item
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sales for the week. That is, they must report the total number of
units of each item sold together with the retail value of same. This
report must be audited in order to prove that the correct retail
price has been charged and that the total retail value of the report
agrees with the total of the daily reports submitted. This audit
is made by means of pulling pre - punched tabulating cards from
files for every item reported sold. These cards have all basic information punched thereon, such as: number of bottles, retail
value, unit price, case equivalent, vendor code, type of liquor, etc.
Some of this information is for accounting use and the rest for
statistical purposes, as will be explained later. Reservoir files are
maintained with quantities of cards for each item in various denominations. Thus, if a store reports the sale of 1 2 3 bottles of a
certain item it is necessary to pull a card representing ioo bottles,
two for io bottles each, and one for 3 bottles. The denomination
cards vary according to sales activity, the usual selection being
cards representing 1, 3, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, Soo and possibly
500 units.
In this manner, cards are pulled for every store and reports are
audited. The detail sales cards of each store are summarized by
code in order to provide credit cards for the store inventory reports which will be described later. The detail cards are then returned to the reservoir files and may be used over and over again.
We now have the basis for any type of sales analysis which
could be desired. Among the many reports which may be demanded, the following are of particular value to the purchasing,
merchandising or operating departments:
i. Sales by code for each supervisory district.
2. Sales by code for each major division.
3. Sales by code for the state.
(All of the above reports may be in bottles and cases.)
4. Sales by type of liquor.
5. Sales of liquor in price groups.
6. Sales of liquor by vendor.
Store Inventory Records
The next major step in the system is the preparation of the store
inventory reports. These are prepared weekly in the following
manner: balance cards, obtained from the previous week's re651
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ports, are sorted with the detail shipment cards and the sales
summary cards previously described. They are sorted in code
order for each store and then tabulated on an electrical accounting
machine which calculates new balances for each code, and prints
the results on a regular report. The report shows the balance at
beginning of week plus receipts of merchandise minus sales, which
gives the balance at end of week. The balance is shown in both
units and retail value. Retail value of sales is also shown so as
to provide a check against a similar figure shown on the weekly
Sales Audit Report which, as previously explained, is obtained
from a summary of values reported daily by the stores.
The new balance cards obtained in this operation also provide
a medium for the preparation of many types of analytical reports,
such as:
i. Inventory by code for each district, division or state.
2. Sales activity (compared to inventory) of each code.
3. Inventory by type, etc.
Controls and Sub - Controls
All of the previous discussion has dealt only with detail records.
Provision must be made for control accounts which tie in with the
general ledger accounts. The general ledger account of "Inventory" is charged with receipts of merchandise and credited with
sales, whereas the detail records and the sub - controls must record
all subsidiary transactions dealing with movement of merchandise
within the system, such as shipments from warehouse to store,
transfers from one store to another, transfers from one warehouse to another, and transfers from store to warehouse.
These sub - controls are merely summaries of the detail cards
used in the preparation of the detail records. For instance, the
card punched for the total value of an invoice covering shipment
to a store provides the means of charging the sub - control for that
store. A card punched for the total retail value of sales for the
week is the basis for crediting the sub- control for the store. Similarly, every transaction is summarized and the resultant summary
card used in the preparation of these sub - controls. All charges to
a store are recorded at both retail value and cost, whereas credits
are recorded only at retail value. This is the basis for the "Retail Method" of costing inventories and sales.
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The sub - controls are prepared monthly by sorting all control
cards together for each store and tabulating them on an electric
accounting machine which calculates and prints the total of the
opening balance and all charges for the month at both retail value
and cost; the total credits for the month at retail value; and the
closing inventory balance at retail value. This statement, which
may be called "Store Cost of Sales and Inventory Statement," is
then checked with the "Store Inventory Report" in order to see
that the closing inventory figure is the same on both statements.
We are then ready to calculate the cost of sales and the cost value
of the closing inventory. As stated above, the total of all charges
to the store inventory is shown at both retail and cost. We obtain
the ratio of cost to retail by dividing the total cost value by the
total retail value. The percentage figure thus obtained is then
applied against the retail value of sales shown on the statement
and we obtain the cost of sales. Cost of sales is then deducted
from the total cost of charges to the store and we obtain the cost
value of the closing inventory, which will be carried forward to
the next month's statement.
Adjustments
Up to this point nothing has been said about adjustments. In
an operation as large as this there will certainly be many adjustments and these must be made in detail by code in order to comply
with the system of unit control. A detailed discussion of adjustments could well take up many more pages than have been devoted
to foregoing paragraphs. It must suffice to say that the handling
of adjustments is similar to the routine described for the regular
transactions described heretofore. They would be key - punched in
detail from original papers and run through the detail inventory
records as debits or credits as the case might be. They would be
summarized by transaction and run through the sub - controls at the
end of the month. Debit adjustments would be made at both
retail value and cost and coded to appear "above the line," or
with "other charges" in the cost of sales statement. Credit adjustments would be made at retail value only and appear "below
the line" on that statement. Cost would be determined by the
same method as described for costing sales.
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It has been the writer's desire in the foregoing paragraphs to
give a word picture of the ideal method of inventory control for a
liquor store system. It is thought that the reader may see the
picture a little more clearly if the words are supplemented by a
few actual examples of the various records described. The forms
are illustrated below and on the following page.
W I M T WAREHOUSE
INYMMAT REPORT
CODE

OfENING
SMAMCE

CLOSIMC
SAMC!

CREDITS

DEIITS

WIE[I T SALES
AwIT REPORT
STORE

DATE

RETAIL VALUE
01 SBtS

f.TAI
DISCOUNT

TOTAL
N[I 1.111

Wlii STORE
SS1VEST0RT E M I T
OPENING
MLAMCE

RECEIPTS

SALES

R SAIL
A VALUE
UE SAUS
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Wareh ouse lumber 1
Week lkdi ag
RETAIL VALUE

COST

Week 211
RETAIL
SALC3

MIOL[1ALc
SAM

S t o r e lu m b er I
Week la d i n g
CLOSINO
"LANCI

RETAIL VALUE
01 INVENTORY
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YOHTffiS COST OP ULM
AHD IWRAlTOHY ACCOUNT
ROT I M

11
12-1
12 -1
12-1
12 -1
13
1
17
19

Opening Inventory
Receipt from Warehouse
Receipt from Warehouse
Receipt from Warehouse
Receipt from Warehouse
Retail Price Changes
Adjustments to Receipts
Returns to Warehouse
Transfers to Other Stores

Total Charges to Store
21
23
2Iy
25
26
28

Sales
Inventory Over or Short
Operating Breakage
Claim Breakage
Short Packs
Miscellaneous Claims

Total Credits to Store
Closing Inventery
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Store lumber 1
Month Rndingi
RETAIL

COST

